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Introduction to October 31, 2020 Addendum
The 2020 election has taken on completely new dimensions in voter fraud and deception. It is
no doubt the most important election in the history of the United States of America. Not only
are there major differences in almost all the platforms (something that was not an issue
previously in the one party system where Republicans and Democrats had sold out the USA
long ago to the highest bidder). The sleeping American public has awoken. The voter fraud
issues of the past have been multiplied 10 fold if not more in the 2020 election. Mail in voter
fraud is the largest segment of fraud. The news media is owned by the communist agenda
funded by China, independent chaos sponsors like Michael Bloomberg of New York or George
Soros, Big Pharma and Medical Mafia (the list goes on) and last but certainly least the CIA (the
police force of the world bank with headquarters in the USA which owns and controls the news
media and most importantly Social Media platforms). Never before has there been such a
large number of outside influences in an election with such a large number of agendas,
however, ultimately, they all lead back to the same source of globalist control.
My previous study published first in October 2016 (prior to the 2016 presidential election) and
then updated in January 2017 (my mathematical regression analysis after the election using
actual voter numbers to show massive voter fraud in favor of Hillary Clinton) and again in 2018
at the mid-term federal elections. The current update is being released just prior to the
election of 2020 and will be updated with actual voter numbers after the election.

The Prior Voter Cheating Fraud Paper – Top 11 Ways to Cheat
The original 2016 White Paper with its 2019 short addition should be read before reading this
addendum. It focused on he 2016 USA Presidential Election with the conclusion that Hillary
Clinton gained approximately 17 million illegal votes by the methods of voter fraud and also the
additional entry released on May 23, 2019 concentrated on the 2018 midterm election. These
must be read before understanding this addendum

Vote Harvesting
The Vote harvesting takes on many forms but has increased 10 fold over the 2016 and 2018
election levels. It amounts to “Get out and Vote” campaigns which disguise a door to door and
other forms of identifying voters who have either moved away or who will not vote. Once
these are identified the voter fraud team goes into action by falsifying the process of mail in or

early voting. There are numerous methods of voter harvesting and have been implemented by
the Democratic party to create “Democratic Strong Hold” regions primarily associated with 10
major metropolitan areas as outlined in the prior mathematical studies.

Young People Educated in Liberal Communist Propaganda Schools
Teacher Union & Education Controlled by Democrats – Controlled Votes – Youth
The education system has long since been infiltrated by the Democratic party via the teacher’s
unions but also in the text book and curriculum indoctrination based on national efforts such as
“Common Core” and “No Child Left Behind”. One might say that these were implemented by
Republicans BUT that was in the days when there was a single party (both parties ran the same
agenda). The atheist communist agenda was central to all of these programs including social
studies, political indoctrination and last but not least was science and oddly enough
mathematics. Students were taught a confusing set of rules with the “New Math” and did not
learn nor were they trained in critical thinking. They were taught to believe a series of
dogmatic “facts” which they then entered the “real world”. The result of this faulty
educational system resulted in youth being ashamed of themselves and accepting the twisted
logic of the communist agenda with buzz words like “diversity” and “sustainability” and the list
goes on. The concepts behind these terms were 1) the destruction of the family and 2)
removal of a divine creator with human beings being different from animals because they have
an inherent spirit and soul. The concept if inalienable rights was destroyed.
The leaders of the One World Government knew that they were a generation away from
achieving their goal of chipped society with public acceptance. All they had to do was create
the agenda in the school systems with control through the teacher’s unions and text book
companies (along with a healthy dose of the evening “news”) and then was just a matter of
awaiting the baby boomer post WWII generation to get old and die off. That is where we are
today in 2020.

Weather – Local Terrorism & Riots – Power Outages – NASA & NOAA false flags
Many Methods to Prevent People from Voting
There are dozens of factors that have played out over the past decades and especially the past
4 years. This has seen a massive crescendo in the past months. The entire point of the literally
thousands of cover stories was to create chaos and confusion. With a confused public of real
life issues being replaced with created Fake News issues, the effect on the election was to take
people down a path laid out in the Communist Manifesto. Behind the scenes people were
burned out of the houses in mass, starved and had their businesses closed with riots in the
street being promoted by the insane liberal left agendas. This is now resulting in massive food
shortages, very high prices for essential commodities and majority of purchases being made by
the public from the Amazon monopoly.

“Corona Virus” – CDC – WHO – Bill Gates - and the Election
The release of the “COVID19 Novel Virus” was a planned event to disrupt the 2020 election and
bring in the one world medical control of all governments. This is a complex story but the
timing had been set decades ago.

The Great Debt Reset – Taking down the World Economy
The Great Debt Reset was also planned decades ago to bail out the failed world economy after
the planned demic of Covid19. Like many planned events before such as 911, the Fukushima
nuclear disaster and many other planned events. The chess board of the world bankers and
their CIA police force was executed. The public is aware of this, but massive cheating in the
2020 election will help bring about the demise of the free world as the second and subsequent
“Lock Downs” are being implemented world wide at precisely this time.

Mail in Voter Fraud – Promoted then Backfires on Promoters
The Democratic Party believed that mail in voting was their savior in collecting massive
amounts of illegal votes so they encouraged voters to vote early. They then realized that this
method of voting was going to be challenged and many of the real mail in votes may not count
as they would be mixed into millions of illegal vote counts. Just weeks before the election they
realized that the honest people of the USA were descending on the voting precincts to observe
and prevent voter fraud. Organizations such as Judicial Watch had successfully gotten court
orders for large areas like Los Angeles and other large cities to expunge their 10 year old out of
date voter rolls. The result is that the Democratic Party could no longer depend on this
cheating method to overpower the real votes for the large base of Trump Support. They
panicked and then told their voters to vote on election day, however it was too late to reverse
the massive number of Democrats that planned to vote early. They are panicking even more as
they now are seeing that their early voter turn out was weak and are heading into the
November 3rd election date with many people already having voted and with low overall
numbers. They are now depending on swing states in which they hope to stuff the ballot box
after the election (reminiscent of the Florida disaster of the 2018 mid term election).

Polls vs Numbers at Rallies
The polls are turning out to be exactly as with the 2016 election where they are predicting a
massive win for Democratic Vice President Biden. The rallies showed a stark difference with
Trump hosting rallies with nearly 100% return on invitations with 25,000 to many more filling
venues. People were generally not wearing masks and certainly not social distancing. The
Fake News media actually had to stop pointing this out as people realized that the corona virus
scare had ended and people were simply ignoring the “Case Surge” propaganda of the left wing
owned CIA media. In contrast the Biden Harris campaigns sometimes drew as few as 10
people. This is so bizarre that it stands as one of the most lop sided elections in history.

News Media - Over the Top - Who Owns the “News”
The News media continues to fill their air waves with created news with the same talking points
being repeated on show after show. Ratings of the cable news shows are clear that the public
has long since turned this off. The end result is that once again the election rests on the
founding fathers’ vision of the electoral college to overcome massive voter fraud.

The Electoral College
The Electoral College … why it is under attack. The answer is simple. Without it we would
instantly become a third world country where the elite and powerful maintain with the public
being surfs. Places like this are Canada, Mexico and hundreds of other countries. Proponents
of eliminating the Electoral College state that the USA is behind the times and all these other
countries are exemplary models of national pride and honesty. All of the countries without an
Electoral College system (all countries) have a reigning elite with third world status because no
one can get ahead in a country that has long had a single few families controlling everything.
The electoral college’s primary purpose is to prevent two issues. The first is stuffing the ballot
box in a few high population locations to continually swing the elections to a single political
party (massive voter fraud in a few locations still happens in the USA but the electoral college
prevents that). The second is to prevent large population states from dominating the elections
by giving identical subdivisions of population (same divisions as the House of Representatives).
To fully understand the purpose of the Electoral College you have to understand the structure
of the US Congress in its two parts. The House of Representatives (435 members) are elected
from a population of Total Population / 435 (total population divided by 435). That means that
each Representative represents an equal number of people. The Electoral College follows this
same division of the country. What opponents to the electoral college want is a general
election stating that this is the only fare method since “every vote counts equally”. Only a
complete moron would say this, knowing full well that the end result would be controlled by
the political party in power in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Miami and literally 10 major
cities that make up the majority of the population. That would be your future.
Take Canada for example. A sprawling huge country with three large population centers in the
east with few resources and the vastness of a large part of the North American Continent with
low population and vast natural resources to the west. The eastern populations control the
lives of those to the west to the point that the western provinces are moving to become states
of the Unites States of America. The union cannot work with a few population centers
controlling the rest. IT DOES NOT WORK.
Without a division of votes like this, there would be no point in people in states with low
populations from voting since all elections would be decided by a few population centers,
which by the way are controlled by one party and have been for literally hundreds of years.
The opponents also state that the EC creates “swing states” that will decide the elections. That

is not really true. What happens is that in spite of massive ballot box stuffing in certain high
population areas which always result in Democratic “Strong Holds”, they do not affect the
national presidential election precisely because of the division of votes. No matter how much
cheating occurs in the 10 major Democratic “Strong Hold” cities, it does not affect the national
election. The fact that small population states are important is a statement that the Electoral
College is working as planned. Many people in the USA are swayed by the bogus arguments of
EC opponents because of poor science and math education in the USA.
Foreign countries that do not have an electoral college have the issue of what we call the
“banana republic”. A single party gains power by stuffing the ballet box and the winner literally
takes all. The population then squalors in the dirt for decades as a few elite ruling class
families take all power and wealth from the country. They pass laws and form agencies to
which are appointed their friends and family. Life is good. So, the ruling class wants this form
of “government”. They then get support from foreign governments and issues like foreign aid
are divided amongst the leaders, never getting to the people it was sent to help.
To help understand the EC, let us take a hypothetical example of an ideal country. It has 100
states with exactly the same resources, population and sizes. We will call this country the
United Square States of Prosperica or USSP for short. They set in a giant square area and as
noted have exactly the same resources. The population of USSP is exactly 100 million people.
So there are 1 million people in each of the 100 states. All people own a piece of land that is
perfectly equal to that of everyone else. When someone dies another person is born to take
their place so the exact population is always maintained. Now when it comes to voting there is
no need for an electoral college since all people have the same influence in the election. Now
imagine that something changes and 60 of the states have massive population reductions,
leaving them with smaller populations. Someone proposes the Electoral College system so that
each person’s vote counts the same as those in large population states. The large population
states protest as they see this as a way for them to gain and maintain control. NOW you may
see the real situation in the USA, which is far more complex, but has the same issue of making
sure everyone’s votes count equally.
The issue with the Electoral College is simple. Those who want a few families to control the
elections and everything else want to abolish the EC. Those who want fare elections and those
who created the EC system know that without it the USA will become another third world
banana republic. The exact reason given for its abolition (equality of votes) is actually the exact
reason to keep it forever in place. Without it the USA will cease to exist, since the USA
government has been thoroughly infiltrated by criminal mob bosses with shiny suites and slick
political slogans (they are in both “parties” by the way). Government is the perfect place for
the scam artist liar cheat that does not want to work but sees the ability to take a piece of
everyone and put the hard labors of all into a kitty for themselves and their buddies.
Eliminating the Electoral College will guarantee that the crooks will gain control and at that
point will never relinquish it as more an more opportunists flock to their beckon call.

